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When Arch. Bruno Gonzato just returned from 
the USA he financed himself by producing and 
selling wrought iron scrolls and elements. The 
company grew in experience and size to become 
an international group with more than 15 branches 
and distributors in over 100 countries. This 
expansion has not affected the love for tradition 
that characterizes the ancient art of metalworking 
and actually Architect Gonzato considers himself 
more as a great craftsman than a businessman. 
This did not prevent him from running his own 
company under the banner of innovation and 
research, assisted by his wife Stefania, being also 
an architect and designer, his sons Francesca, 
Matteo, Davide, Dario and his son-in-law Andrea. 
This will to let the second generation grow in 
the managerial roles of the industry  shows the 
foresight to lay a solid foundation for a future 
that guarantees the continuity of the company’s 
philosophy. Today Gonzato Group is the reference 
company in the field of metal in the architecture. 
In addition to the wrought iron from which the 
Arteferro brand originates, also IAM Design, 
specialized in contemporary stainless steel and 
aluminum systems, is part of the group.

Davide
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THE FOUNDATION

Ind.i.a. company was founded 
in Schio (Vicenza) as a general 
partnership, manufacturing 
semi-finished wrought iron 
components under the brand 
Arteferro

NEW OPENINGS

Ind.i.a. opens in Avellino 
Arteferro Sud and strengthens 
its corporate structure. It 
establishes  Ind.i.a. France, 
based in Servian.

NEW LOCATIONS

Ind.i.a. founds  Arteferro 
Scandinavien (based in 
Norrköping - Sweden) and 
Ind.i.a. Brasil (based in São 
Marcos - Brazil).

ARTEFERRO INOX

The division of contemporary 
stainless steel, aluminum and 
glass systems is born, now 
known as IAM Design.

ARTEFERRO RUSSIA  
& CROAZIA

Establishment of Arteferro 
Russia, based in Moscow. Ind.i.a. 
acquires 55% of Dohomont 
Arteferro D.o.o. based in Gorican 
in Croatia.

MOVING TO MALO

The company develops and 
moves its  headquarters to Malo 
(Vicenza).

INDITAL HUSTON

Indital is founded  (Houston - 
Texas), the first American trade 
company.

SPAIN

Ind.i.a. bases its first foreign 
business, Ind.ia España, in 
Madrid.

PURCHASE OF A 
COMPETITOR

The company purchases 67% of 
Croso, a German competitor on 
the market from 1711.

NEW TRADING COMPANY

Ind.i.a establishes a new trading 
company in the United States 
(Miami ), which covers the 
eastern part of the country and 
the Caribbean market.
Quality certification ISO 9001 by 
the German agency TÜV.

1971

1996

2000

2001

2002

1990

1992

1989 1998

1999

ARTEFERRO

The Arteferro brand was coined 
and stands now for wrought iron.

1994

MAIN SEAT

The company establishes its 
seat at Monte di Malo (Vicenza).

1974
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SWEDEN

Establishment of the Swedish 
subsidiary  dedicated exclusively  
to stainless steel: Arteferro AB 
based in Partille.

ACCREDITATION

The company confirms its 
organizational capabilities 
gaining ISO 9001:2000 
(VISION) accreditation.

ENHANCING THE 
STAINLESS STEEL

The company enhances the 
stainless steel line by expanding 
the production line and the 
storage space and  releases a 
new specific catalogue. 
The Dohomont branch in Croatia 
expands and builts  a new 
warehouse.  Ind.i.a. Qingdao in 
China is established.

ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION

Ind.i.a. gains ISO 14001 
accreditation for environmental 
protection. Opening of Arteferro 
Ukraine with headquarters 
in Kiev.

THE SHARE RAISES

Arteferro Argentina and 
Arteferro Monterrey are 
established. Ind.i.a.‘s share in 
Indital - Houston raises to 86% 
and that in Ind.i.a. - Brasil to 
99%.

DOHOMONT - CROAZIA

Ind.i.a. buys new properties 
and land adjacent to its 
headquarters. The corporate 
share in Dohomont Arteferro 
D.o.o. rises to 84%.

20112003

2007

2005

2006

2004
IAM+

Development of the special 
IAM+ line.

2020

IAM DESIGN

The evolution of ARTEFERRO 
INOX leads to the creation of 
IAMdesign.

2012

ACQUIRING A GERMAN 
COMPANY

The historic German company 
Triebenbacher is acquired.

2013
NEW BEGINNING

A complete review of the 
architecture of our brands 
begins, with the aim of giving 
value to our common identity 
and make it even stronger.

2021

AUTOMATION

New branches are opened: 
Arteferro Poland, Arteferro 
Botnic and Arteferro Chile.  A 
new fully automated warehouse 
of 6000 square meters at the 
headquarters of Ind.ia spa 
is built.  Enlargement of the 
Russian warehouse of 2000 
sqm.

2008

IL GRANDE FABBRO

Startup of Ind.i.a.’s  new division  
dedicated to large projects and 
turnkey services: 
Il Grande Fabbro.

2009



ORGANIZATION

GONZATO HOLDING SRL
/

GONZATO GROUP ITALIA SPA

WORLDWIDE

Gonzato Group Huston / Gonzato Group Florida /  
Gonzato Group Brasil / Gonzato Group Mexico / 

Gonzato Group Miami / Gonzato Group Argentina / 
Gonzato Group Chile / Gonzato Group China

Gonzato Group Italia / Gonzato Group France /  
Gonzato Group España / Gonzato Group Croatia /  

Gonzato Group Romania

EUROPEAN

IAM Design is an Italian brand, leader in the design and 
the production of railing systems, stairs and canopies 

made in stainless steel, aluminum and glass. Every year the 
company produces elements to make more than 200.000 

meters of railings.

Arteferro produces quality wrought iron elements with 
classic and elegant design, which lend themselves to the 

creation of valuable architectural details. More than 20 tons 
of semi-finished products are produced every year. This 

makes Arteferro the world’s leading producer.

8



A COMPANY LOOKING TOWARDS 
THE FUTURE.

Since 1971, the company is leader in the production 
and sale of ornamental components for the building 
industry and architecture. All products are the result 
of careful and passionate research by qualified 
experts that know the field better than anyone 
else. In fact, it is thanks to the Group’s work if the 
production of metal elements for architecture and 
constructions has been able to grow in terms of 
technology and project management to become 
what it is now. 

Gonzato Group brand meets needs of safety, support 
and decoration that have always distinguished the 
company.
In the Group’s catalogues the clients can find more 
than 30.000 articles and components, thanks to the 
long experience, that involves all the production and 
supply chain from product design to manufacturing, 
to the installation support.

9



THE GONZATO GROUP MISSION 
IS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF 
DESIGNERS, CONTRACTORS AND 
PRIVATE PERSONS LOOKING FOR 
A SINGLE INTERLOCUTOR THAT 
CAN PROVIDE HIGH QUALITY 
METAL PRODUCTS AND AN HIGH 
LEVEL SERVICE. 

Assisting the customer during all the process, from the first steps to the finished 
work, Gonzato Group is the ideal partner for any project and places itself towards 
the client like the sole responsible of the quality of its product and its service. 

The widespread presence in the world markets of the head company Gonzato 
Group, facilitates the execution of any work in every part of the world. Gonzato 
Group addresses all of those that are looking for supplies for big jobs in wrought 
iron, stainless steel and any other metal that need a turnkey approach. 

The final aim of Gonzato Group is to respond to all requests of planners, 
contractors and private citizens that do not have a valid counterpart able to offer 
the high-quality product and high level service of a multinational with a 50 years’ 
experience in the sector. The company has the advantage of an experienced 
and creative technical office and a team of highly qualified co-operators able to 
develop any kind of job, whatever its size or complexity. 

In this way, the company is always an integral part of the project, following the 
customer step by step from the beginning till the conclusion of the finished job, 
obtaining in this way the best possible final result.

PORTFOLIO CATALOGUES

Modern

Download
Catalogue

Download
Catalogue

Classic

CUSTOMIZED PRODUCTS /CONTRACTS



95 
PROJECTS

12
ENGINEERS

27
INTERVENTION COUNTRIES 

21
YEARS OF 
EXPERIENCE

30
IN-HOUSE FITTERS

11
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FEW REFERENCES

01 > PALAZZO DI GIUSTIZIA / WROUGHT IRON

02 > FONDACO DEI TEDESCHI / BRASS

03 > CONTE VISTARINO WINERY / WROUGHT IRON

04 > DISNEYLAND /IRON

05 > COLOSSEO /WROUGHT IRON

01

02

03

04

05

01
The Palace of Justice in Rome in Piazza Cavour was created without 
protective grilles for the 99 huge (h. 630 cm) windows on the ground floor. 
For safety reasons, it was decided to mount heat-drilled round iron grates 
with a diameter of 40 mm. The lances were hewn by hand and then forged, 
so each one is different from the others. Special side clamps ensure they are 
correctly fixed to the masonry.

The design of all the metal elements has been executed by the experts of 
Gonzato Contract, division of Ind.i.a. spa (Malo-Vicenza) dedicated to the 
big projects, while the production has been entrusted to the craftsmen of 
Arteferro, another division of the company dedicated to the production of 
ornamental semifinished articles.

In these renovation works Gonzato Contract supplied and laid the entire 
structure of the staircase. Entirely made of iron, it stands out for its visual 
impressions, becoming an important aesthetic component and an interpreter 
of elegance and contemporaneity.

The Walt Disney Company was also one of Gonzato Contract clients during 
the construction of the American giant’s first European amusement park. 
Specifically, we were involved in the creation of metal components for Merlin’s 
castle. Particular care was taken over the creation of small forged animals 
that serve as an ornament to our artistic ironwork.

The 69 arches of the first order of the Colosseum have been properly protected 
with the gates of Gonzato Group, with full respect for the importance of this 
building, symbol of the great Roman era to the eyes of the world.  1,200 kg of 
iron was used for each of the large gates with a sophisticated system attaching 
the millennia-old travertine in order not to disturb its historical stratifications. 
This work of engineering craftsmanship meets new safety standards. Engines, 
emergency openings, special hinges, metallization and powder coating mean 
these objects will stand the test of time.

CUSTOM-MADE PRODUCTS / REFERENCES
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CATALOGUE 
ELEMENTS 
ONLINE / OFFLINE

TONS OF 
PRODUCED 
EXPORTED PER 
YEAR

BLACKSMITHS 
USING OUR 
PRODUCTS

EXCLUSIVE 
PRODUCT 
LINES

MORE THAN 
50 YEARS OF 
EXPERIENCE

30.000 40.000 150.000 28 50

VISIT THE WEBSITE
arteferro.com

ARTEFERRO

THE ART FORM REPRESENTED BY 
WROUGHT IRON IS FED BY TWO 
UNAVOIDABLE HUMAN NEEDS: 
PROTECTION AND BEAUTY. THAT 
IS WHY ARTEFERRO UNITES 
TRADITION WITH A CONSTANT 
SEARCH FOR TECHNICAL AND 
AESTHETIC INNOVATIONS.

Arteferro is the world leader in the production of items made of wrought iron, 
brass and bronze. The catalogue inlcudes over 30.000 elements: bars, forged 
pickets, preassembled panels, leaves, flowers, baskets, roses, scrolls, rings and 
other decorative elements, as well to a rich variety of home furnishings. It is the 
task of blacksmith to assemble them into finished objects such as balustrades, 
railings, fences, or any other creation suggests his creativity

USER 

Blacksmith, glazier, window fitter, contractor...

DISTRIBUTOR 

Steel warehousing, hardware, door and window 
makers, construction...

14
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From the use of the latest technology to the 
choice of materials, everyone in the company 
contributes to the creation of innovative products 
that are the expression of a culture that Arteferro 
promotes and spreads worldwide. The company is 
able to do this by working closely with customers, 
employees and suppliers. Arteferro is also attentive 
to the community and the  environment in which 
it operates, looking for continuous improvements 
through the control of the company’s processes and 
comply with the laws that regulate each sector.

Thanks to all of this, the company can provide 
the client high-quality products and services 
guaranteeing a unique and controlled quality 
standard. At the same time, Arteferro takes care 
of the effects towards the environment,  applying 
environmental sustainability policy.

ARTEFERRO SYSTEM

Arteferro System  is the line of products Arteferro 
characterized by an innovative style. The wrought 
iron classical motifs merge with the modern 
geometries and merge with them creating a 
special ensemble  that tells past and future. 
The Liberty style lines of the early 1900 are 
harmonized through a contemporary aesthetic 
sense that rationalizes the space making it elegant 
and definite.
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COMPONENTS FOR EXPERT CRAFTSMEN

ARTEFERRO
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PROTECTION AND BEAUTY

Protection and beauty characterize Arteferro’s 
products, because we are convinced that every 
location can be a safe place, in compliance with 
the Italian aesthetics.

WARRANTY

Together with our products we provide everything 
necessary for their installation, finishing and 
maintenance. Thanks to our production seats 
in Italy and Europe we can manage the entire 
production chain thus ensuring the best final 
quality and fast delivery to any country.

ARTEFERRO SYSTEM
FOR BUILDERS AND 
INSTALLERS

Napoli System



CATALOGUE 
ELEMENTS 
ONLINE / OFFLINE

ENGINEERED 
PROJECTS

COUNTRIES OF 
DISTRIBUTION

DESIGNERS USING 
OUR PRODUCTS

LINEAR METRES 
OF PARAPETS 
SOLD EACH YEAR

5.000 180 35 150.000 10.000

VISIT THE WEBSITE
iamdesign.com

IAM DESIGN

IAM DESIGN IS AN ITALIAN 
BRAND, LEADER IN THE DESIGN 
AND THE PRODUCTION OF 
RAILING SYSTEMS, STAIRS AND 
CANOPIES IN STAINLESS STEEL, 
ALUMINUM AND GLASS.

Every year the company produces elements for the realization of  more than 
200,000 meters of parapets. IAM Design’s aim is to continue to develop its 
own design culture and production technology in order to be able to offer 
functionally innovative ideas which are exclusive from an aesthetic point of view 
and can ensure maximum reliability and safety over the time.  

18

USER 

Blacksmith, glazier, window fitter, contractor...

DISTRIBUTOR 

Steel hardware, window makers, construction 
sector



We perfectly know our systems because they have 
all been conceived and developed internally by the 
IAM Design technical team, for this reason we can 
support the designer in all phases of the project. 
We assist the designer in order to recommend 
the products suitable to meet the needs of each 
specific site.

We are the only company in the field that can 
boast a production capacity that can satisfy every 
request of the customers within short times. Our 
items are realized in our production branches 
in Italy and Europe, thus being submitted to 
production rules and standard quality tests that 
allow us to know the story of each piece from its 
birth to its delivery.

IAM+

The antibacterial systems for architecture. 
Whether it’s clinics, airports, kindergartens, schools 
or private homes, the IAM+ handrail systems help 
to maintain a high hygiene standard, eliminating 
99% of the pathogens present on their surfaces 
making them effectively antibacterial.

GLASS U 

The elegant minimalist design makes Glass-U 
systems suitable for any type of environment, from 
the most modern to the most classic. At the same 
time, the wide range of accessories allows all 
technical and construction requirements to be met.

19
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RAILING SYSTEMS

Glass U
Wall Fixing Point
Chameleon Frameless
Chameleon Post
Easy Hold Round
Easy Hold Squared
Designet
Bar R
Bar S
Glass Da Vinci
Glass 2R
Glass 2S
Glass Cable & Glass Bar
Cable

STAIRWAY SYSTEMS

GlassTree
GlassTree Wall
BackBone single
BackBone double
GlassStep

HANDRAIL SYSTEMS

Wall
Tondo
Quadro
LED railing system
Wood

Fluted
Evolution
Round
Cube
Essential

FROM THE CONCEPT TO PRODUCTION

COMPONENTS
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We are the sole company in the field that can claim a production capacity able to satisfy every customer’s 
request within short production times. Our items are manufactured in our production sites in Italy and 
Europe, being submitted to production rules and standard quality tests that allow us to know the history 
of each piece from its creation to its delivery.

FRENCH BALCONY 

Clear Vista

CANOPY SYSTEMS

Smartglass

IAM+

Wall Handrail
Floor Railing
Glass Railing

SYSTEMS
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GONZATO GROUP IS PROUD 
TO REPRESENT THE ITALIAN  
CRAFTSMANSHIP IN THE WORLD. 
IT WORKS DAILY WITH PASSION 
AND COMMITMENT IN A PLANT 
OF 64,000 SQM EQUIPPED WITH 
PRODUCTION LINES AND THE 
LATEST TECHNOLOGY ENABLING 
THE COMPANY TO SUPPLY 
HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS TO 
COMPETITIVE PRICES.

OUR BRENCHES LOCATIONS

ITALY FRANCE SPAINHUSTON 
TEXAS

FLORIDA  
CARAIBI

ROMANIAHARVATSKA

INVESTED CAPITAL EXPORTS

+55% +20%

COVERED SQM

+57.000

RESEARCH / 
INNOVATION

+30%

TONS/MONTH  
SHIPPED

SEMI-FINISHED 
COMPONENTS SOLD 

PEOPLE  EMPLOYED 
IN THE GROUP 

+3.300 +40 
MLN 500

BLACKSMITHS  
USING OUR 
PRODUCTS

+150 K
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MEXICOBRASIL ARGENTINA CHILE CHINARUSSIA
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PEOPLE
There are more than 500 employees. People are the heart of everything the 
company does. They are the greatest resource, helping Gonzato Group to 
stand out from the mass and become a clear choice for customers. Gonzato 
Group can only achieve its vision if all the colleagues, contractors and sub-
contractors feel committed to each other. The company has worked hard 
to make this a priority. Gonzato Group believes that intellectual capital is 
essential in order to provide innovative solutions and, ultimately, to have a 
positive economic impact. It is for this reason that the company invests in the 
continuous up-to-date training of its employees.

CERTIFICATIONS - QUALITY - ENVIRONMENTAL PROCUCT
For us, thinking in terms of certification has become an established practice. 
Our efforts are characterised by a continuous search for quality and 
innovation, both in technical and procedural terms. In 1999, we obtained 
ISO 9001 Quality Certification. This certification aims to monitor the 
company’s processes and the constant increase in quality of products and 
services offered to customers. In February 2006, our company obtained 
the certification for the stricter standard ISO 14001, dedicated to the 
environment. This achievement allows us to consider ourselves a leading 
company in environmental and social terms. We have also obtained the 
necessary product certifications for a wide range of products, confirming 
the high quality of our products, protecting the safety requirements of our 
customers in the different international markets.

LOW ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Gonzato Group has always been committed to promote an intelligent 
use of our planet’s resources. This is the reason why, in 2012, we have 
commissioned the installation, in its headquarters in Malo, of a solar plant that 
covers a surface of 3,5 sqm, with a rated power of 575 kW. The almost 2,400 
photovoltaic modules that form the plant allow a remarkable self-production 
of electrical energy. From the environmental point of view this system of 
generating clean energy with zero impact, as generated from a renewable 
source such as the solar one, avoids the emission of pollutants from the 
production of electricity through the use of non- renewable sources (coal, oil, 
gas ...).

EACH PRODUCT IS THE RESULT OF A CAREFUL 
AND PASSIONATE STUDY BY PROFESSIONALS WHO 
KNOW THE INDUSTRY BETTER THAN ANYONE ELSE. 
SPECIALISED PERSONNEL CARRY OUT QUALITY BEFORE, 
DURING AND AFTER PRODUCTION.

VALUES
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PRODUCTIONS AND RAW MATERIALS
With three production sites and thirteen companies able to intervene with 
small customizations in different countries, Gonzato Group manages step by 
step the entire production and supply chain, guaranteeing the highest level 
of quality at all stages.  The production process is characterized by precision 
and high engineering capacity: simplicity and craftsmanship go hand in hand 
with technological innovation and attention to sustainability aspects. The 
high quality standards and the constant search for raw material of the best 
quality has allowed Gonzato Group to become the reference point on the 
international market. Since its foundation, Gonzato Group has always invested 
in innovative technologies to produce its items of relevant aesthetic level and 
technical performance. A permanent technical and design office develops 
every single product, looking to the future to meet the needs of its partners.

PRODUCT CULTURE AND INNOVATION
Gonzato Group bases its experience in the ancient art of metalworking, where 
it has introduced new technologies that have enabled the development of 
new design ideas. The themes of technological innovation, environmental 
sustainability and aesthetics are the founding elements of its research 
activities undertaken together with universities, and of the training events 
organized with architectural studios and retailers all over the world. Gonzato 
Group works with and for designers, leaving them free to realize their ideas. It 
is on the building site, in fact, that the project design and the product culture 
meet. From the synergy of this relationship, also derives a greater efficiency 
with consequent reduction of time and construction costs, with excellent 
results.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
The company supports the clients and users with training sessions held by 
qualified experts. A team of architects, engineers are at the disposal of the 
customers to provide them with products information and explanations on 
their uses and the applications.

CUSTOMER FIRST
The customers and their needs are always the focus of Gonzato Group 
attention. Therefore, a team of designers and engineers work daily to 
conceive new products that meet more and more the need of beauty in 
accordance with the present techniques. Gonzato Group is always searching 
to combine new products with different materials that satisfy new structural 
and aesthetical needs (wood, glass and so on). We design our products to be 
contemporary and easy to install. Gonzato Group products must be easy to 
assemble and integrate with the other architectural elements. 
The customers can access information about their orders through a b2b 
system or through the assistance of a prepared back-office.
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17

TECHNOLOGICAL CAPITAL

MADE IN ITALY

20CNC 17Twist And more

30Forging 48Welding 7Bending 20Cutting

20Drilling 1Laser 25Printing 30Transformation
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We are proud of our products and for this reason our items are marked with a sticker that identifies us.
Made in Italy for us is not simply a slogan: it is professionalism and care for our products.
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GONZATO GROUP LABORATORY

Our engineers are always up to date on the main 
European and international regulations

We, at the Gonzato Group, have created an area 
specifically dedicated to test the various systems 
in our factories to rigorously try out all production. 
Our products have always been designed and 
manufactured to offer the highest level of quality 
and safety because we want to be sure that they are 
suitable for the function they will perform. To verify 
compliance with specific functional and performance 
requirements, we carry out a combination of tests, 
measurements, checks and inspections in our Test 
Area. Our products are also qualitatively tested 
before, during and after production by experienced 
and specialized personnel. For the past 15 years we 
have been relying on several certification institutions 
that examine our products through various tests 
aimed at determining, in an objective way, their 
performance. The design and production quality 
of the Gonzato Group elements has allowed us to 
obtain certifications according to the regulations 
currently in force in many European countries and to 
guarantee the choice of our customers.

Static tests before and 
after break

Corrosion resistance

These tests are performed according to strict safety 
standards, which define the requirements and static 
loads, concentrated and distributed, before and after 
breaking, of railings, balustrades and prefabricated 
parapets.

These tests are performed by impacting a moving 
body at a specific point on the railing system. The 
final purpose is to establish the level of safety even in 
case of sudden impacts.

These tests are performed by putting our products in 
contact with chlorides and ferrous ions to determine 
resistance to aggressive agents in the given time 
frame.

Dynamic tests
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GONZATO GROUP CHILE
Arteferro Chile SA
Calle Los Arrayanes, 250, bodega 4
9340000 -Santiago
Colina • Chile
T. +56 2 738 7419  
F. +56 2 738 7419
arteferro@arteferrochile.cl 
www.gonzato.com

GONZATO GROUP CHINA
China (Shandong province)
Representative Far East
india@arteferro.com

GONZATO GROUP BRASIL
Ind.i.a. Brasil LTDA
Rua Padre Feijó, 480
95190-000 - São Marcos
Rio Grande do Sul • Brasil
T. +55 54 3291 1416 
F. +55 54 3291 1416
Branch
Av. Almirante Cochrane, 194 – Sala 32
11040-200 – Santos - Sao Paulo - Brasil
T. +55 13 21389091

vendas@arteferrobrasil.com.br 
www.gonzato.com

GONZATO GROUP CROATIA 
Arteferro Gorican d.o.o.
Gospodarska ulica 1° 
40324 Goričan – Međimurje
T. +385 (0) 40 602 222  
F. +385 (0) 40 602 230
info@arteferro-dohomont.hr 
www.gonzato.com

GONZATO GROUP ROMANIA
S.C. Arteferro Braila S.A.
Chiscani, Vizirului Street, Km 10
Braila • Romania
T. + 40 004 0239 652 854
arteferrocont@gmail.com

GONZATO GROUP RUSSIA
OOO “АРТЕФЕРРО-РУССИА”
603124, Россия, Нижний Новгород, 
Вторчермета 1Г
Тел. +7-831-2621999
info@arteferrorussia.com
www.gonzato.com

GONZATO GROUP MEXICO 
Arteferro Monterrey SA de CV
Privada la Puerta 2879 B-4
66350 -  Col. Parque Industrial - La Puerta 
Santa Catarina Nuevo Leon • México
T.+52 1 81 1295 5094/95  
F. +52 1 81 1295 5097
info@arteferromexico.com 
www.gonzato.com

GONZATO GROUP ITALIA
Ind.i.a. spa
Via Vicenza, 6/14
36034 - Malo 
Vicenza • Italia
T. +39 0445 580 580 
F. +39 0445 580 874
info@india.it 
www.gonzato.com

GONZATO GROUP USA-HOUSTON 
Indital US Ltd
7947 Mesa Drive
77028 - Houston
Texas • U.S.A.
T. +1 713 694 6065 
F. +1 713 694 2055
forgings@indital.com 
www.gonzato.com

GONZATO GROUP USA-MIAMI
Arteferro Miami LLC
2955 NW 75th Street
33147 - Miami
Florida • U.S.A.
T.  +1 305 836 9232  
F. +1 305 836 4113
info@arteferromiami.com 
www.gonzato.com

GONZATO GROUP ESPAÑA
Ind.i.a. España, SL
C/ Abedul, 43 – Polig. Ind. El Guijar 
28500 - Arganda del Rey 
Madrid • España 
T. +34 918 700 819 
F. +34 918 700 820 
info@arteferro.es 
www.gonzato.com

GONZATO GROUP FRANCE
Ind.i.a. France Sarl
P.A.E. la Baume, 7 Rue de l’Artisanat
34290 - Servian
Servian • France
T. +33 (0) 4 67 39 42 81 
F. +33 (0) 4 67 39 20 90
info@indiafrance.eu 
www.gonzato.com

GONZATO GROUP ARGENTINA
Arteferro Argentina SA
Suárez 760
1162 - Buenos Aires
Argentina
T. +54 11 4301 2637 
F.  +54 11 4301 2637
info@arteferroargentina.com 
www.gonzato.com


